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Abstract
We examine the Arabic edition of Theodosius’s Spherics composed by Naṣīr
al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī. Through a comparison of this text with earlier Arabic and
Greek versions and a study of his editorial remarks, we develop a better understanding of al-Ṭūsī editorial project. We show that al-Ṭūsī’s goal was to
revitalize the text of Theodosius’s Spherics by considering it firstly as a product of the mathematical sciences and secondarily as a historically contingent
work. His editorial practices involved adding a number of additional hypotheses and auxiliary lemmas to demonstrate theorems used in the Spherics,
reworking some propositions to clarify the underlying mathematical argument and reorganizing the proof structure in a few propositions. For al-Ṭūsı,
the detailed preservation of the words and drawings was less important than
a mathematically coherent presentation of the arguments and diagrams.
Introduction
If the number of the manuscripts may be taken as any indication, during the
medieval period, some of the most popular versions of ancient Greek mathematical texts were those made in the middle of the 13th century by Abū JaÒfar
Suhayl 8 (2008) pp. 9–46
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Muḥammad ibn Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥasan Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī. During the
course of a long scholarly career, al-Ṭūsī made new Arabic editions of the
texts that were then the classics of the mathematical sciences. Along with
Euclid’s Elements and Ptolemy’s Almagest, Ṭūsī edited some fifteen works
by Greek mathematicians as well as a few original treatises by Arabic mathematicians that circulated with them under the name of the Middle Books.1
This paper is a study of Ṭūsī’s editorial practices in the production of his
version of Theodosius’s Spherics.
Such a study, however, presents an immediate problem. The medieval
manuscripts preserving Arabic texts of Theodosius’s Spherics reveal that
there were at least four versions from which al-Ṭūsī could have made his
revision and it is not clear which of these he used.2 Although Ṭūsī mentions
that he worked with a number of different copies of the text, it is clear from
his comments that he regarded these copies as essentially representing a single version of the text, the correction of an Arabic translation made by Thābit
ibn Qurra. Nevertheless, the changes Ṭūsī made to the text are so pervasive,
and the differences in the older versions in comparison so relatively minor,
that it has not yet been possible to determine precisely which of these versions he used. Hence, in this paper, we work around this problem by focusing
on some of the unique features of Ṭūsī’s revision. In a number of passages,
he makes it clear that he is adding material, which, indeed, is not found in
the other versions. In some propositions, Ṭūsī’s text has distinctive characteristics that distinguish it from both the older Arabic versions and the Greek
text. By examining these types of passages in his edition of Theodosius’s
Spherics, we hope to shed some light both on Ṭūsī’s editorial procedures and
on the interests that may have guided his entire editorial project.
In the first section of the paper, we examine Ṭūsī’s additions, including
remarks on the text tradition and lemmas apparently carried over from the
Greek transmission and Ṭūsī’s predecessors in the Arabic transmission. In
the second section, we compare al-Ṭūsī’s version of Spher. II 15 & 16 with
that in the Greek text and in earlier Arabic editions.
For al-Ṭūsī’s recension, we have used the text printed in Hyderabad, often correcting it against manuscript 3484 of the Tehran National Library.3
1

A list of Ṭūsī’s editions is given by Krause (1936a, 499–504).
See Lorch (1996, 164–165) for a stemma of the early Arabic versions.
3
See al-Ṭūsī (1940a); Aghayanī-Chavoshī (2005). For Ṭūsī’s revision of Theodosius’s
Spherics, the text in T. 3484 occupies pp. 23–56 but the beginning of the treatise is in disarray.
The opening pages should be read in the following order: 27, 28, 25, 26, 23, 24. Then, four
2
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Although we cannot be certain what version of the text Ṭūsī used as his
source, that found in the Kraus MS and Leiden or. 1031 is often close to
the Greek text, whereas Ṭūsī’s edition differs from these according to fairly
consistent patterns.4 Despite the fact that the text in these manuscripts is different in many places in ways that would present real issues for the editor
of a critical edition, for the passages of interest to us and for the purposes of
broad structural comparison, we find that the they agree closely enough that
they can be used to correct against each other.5 For the purposes of comparison with the Arabic texts, we have preferred the Greek edition made by
Czinczenheim (2000) to that of Heiberg (1927).6
Al-Ṭūsī’s editorial interjections
Including his opening remarks about the history of the text, al-Ṭūsī’s edition
of the Spherics contains nine passages that were certainly included by him
and are not found in other Arabic versions of the treatise.7 These are clearly
identified by him as additions because they either open with the statement “I
say” ("ل# ) ٔاor they make explicit reference to the manuscript tradition with
the words “in some copies” (&'()* ا+, -.).8
pages have gone missing (midway through Spher. I 19 to midway through Spher. II 8). The
text picks up again on p. 29 and is thereafter continuous and complete. After the pages were
jumbled in this manner, they were bound together and numbered continuously in Eastern
Arabic numerals. (The missing pages of Theodosius’s Spherics do not appear to be bound in
elsewhere in the manuscript.)
4
The Kraus MS is so called because it once belonged to the book dealer H. P. Kraus. It has
been described by Kraus (1974, 45, n. 18), Kheirandish (1999, xxvii) and Lorch (2001, 28).
We are grateful to the owner of the manuscript for making reproductions available to scholars.
5
Although perhaps an artificial construct, for the sake of brevity, we will call the text
agreed upon by these MSS the KL version. In this paper, we present some passages of this
so-called KL version, but this is done only for the purposes of comparison with al-Ṭūsī’s
revision and the Geek. Hence, we do not note all of the variant readings and overlook a
number of the real difficulties involved in assuming that these two manuscripts represent a
single version of the text.
6
In fact, the agreement between Czinczenheim’s Greek text and the early Arabic version represented by the Kraus MS and L. or. 1031 often lends further support to her editorial
choices.
7
Because some of these are of a rather trivial nature and will not be discussed below, it
may be useful to provide a full list of the page numbers in the Hyderabad version: 2, 3, 13,
19, 22, 33, 46, 48-50, 50 (al-Ṭūsī 1940a).
8
There are also a few short passages found woven into the propositions that can also almost
certainly be attributed to Ṭūsī, because they make reference to his editorial remarks and are
not included in other Arabic versions.
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These remarks are primarily concerned with the logical structure and
mathematical consistency of the text. This situation may be compared with
some of al-Ṭūsī’s revisions of other Greek mathematical texts in the Middle Books. Indeed, the style of Ṭūsī’s remarks in his Theodosius’s Spherics
is a sort of intermediary between his revision of shorter works in the Middle Books and his much more extensive work on Menelaus’s Spherics, the
mathematical contents of which was still of great interest to working mathematicians in his time. Ṭūsī’s revision of Aristarchus’s On the Sizes and
Distances of the Sun and the Moon contains little in the way of editorial
comments, although there is minor reworking of the logical argumentation
in some theorems.9 His revision of Menelaus’s Spherics, on the other hand,
is bristling with editorial remarks following the majority of the propositions
and treating many different aspects of the text, such as the logical structure
of the individual propositions and of the work as a whole, the complicated
textual history of the work in Arabic (including alternative proofs found in
some manuscripts and the editorial remarks of some of his predecessors),
a few comments on how the theorems relate to other medieval work in the
exact sciences and explanations of how the geometrical propositions of the
text can be interpreted in terms of spherical astronomy.10 Since, many of the
theorems in books II and III of Theodosius’s Spherics, like a number of those
in Menelaus’s, clearly have an astronomical purpose, this difference is noteworthy.11 Hence, Ṭūsī’s interest in explaining and supplementing Theodosius’s Spherics appears to have been primarily structural and mathematical,
as opposed to astronomical.
Comments on the history of the text
The supplementary comments fall into two basic types; those based on the
text tradition, and those based on Ṭūsī’s own assessment of the mathematical
requirements of the text. There are three comments in which Ṭūsī makes
mention of his manuscript sources, in each of which he refers to a variant by
stating that it occurs “in some copies” (&'()* ا+, -.).12 Since this phrase
9

al-Ṭūsī (1940c); Berggren and Sidoli (2007).
See al-Ṭūsī (1940b); Nadal, Taha and Pinel (2004). The astronomical remarks in Ṭūsī
edition of the Menelaus’s Spherics are largely based on the comments included by Abū Naṣr
Manṣūr ibn ÒAlī ibn ÒIrāq, in his edition of the same text (Krause 1936b).
11
Discussions of the astronomical content of Theodosius’s Spherics are given, for examples, by Schimdt (1943) and Berggren (1991).
12
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 1, 19 & 48).
10
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implies that the variant occurred in multiple copies of the text, from this
we learn something of Ṭūsī’s working habits and assumptions in revising
Theodosius’s Spherics. In the process of carrying out this work, he appears
to have used at least three different manuscripts. While making his revisions,
he collated these against each other and believed that it would be worthwhile
to inform his readers of some of the differences.
After the title and before the definitions, al-Ṭūsī briefly described what he
understood to be the history of the text in the Arabic language. Concerning
the Spherics he says,
It is three books and fifty nine propositions, with a proposition
omitted in number in some copies. Abū al-ÒAbbās Aḥmad ibn
MuÒtaṣim bi-llāh commissioned its translation from Greek into
Arabic and Qusṭā ibn Lūqā al-BaÒlabakkī carried out its translation as far as the fifth proposition of the third book. Then someone else carried out a translation of the rest of it, and Thābit ibn
Qurra corrected it.13
According to Ṭūsī, the translation of Theodosius’s Spherics was carried
out in the midst of the Baghdad translation activity in a manner that was typical of the time. It was commissioned by one of the period’s most supportive
patrons, begun by one of its most active translators and corrected by one of
its most able mathematicians.14 From the way he describes this, it seems
Ṭūsī believed this activity produced a single text. Moreover, it seems that
Ṭūsī believed he was working with Thābit’s correction. Indeed, although he
mentions some textual variations in his comments, it will become clear as
we proceed that these were not great enough to support an argument for significantly different text traditions and Ṭūsī probably believed these variants
occurred in the Arabic tradition of Thābit’s correction.
Ṭūsī’s next mention of the manuscript variants provides us with an explanation for his use of the otherwise odd phrase “a proposition omitted in
number” in his introduction. Following Spher. II 12, al-Ṭūsī states that in
some MSS Spher. II 11 & 12 are counted together as a single proposition.15
13

al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 2).
See Gutas (1998, esp. 125–126) for a discussion of the Baghdad translation activity and
especially for Ibn MuÒtaṣim’s role in it.
15
This is the case, for example, with L. or. 1031. In this MS, Spher. II 12–23 are numbered
as 11–22.
14
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Hence, while the proposition is not counted individually, its substance is still
included in the text. Referring to Spher. II 12, he says,
In some copies, this is not enumerated as a separate proposition
but is, rather, enumerated under the reckoning of the previous
proposition. For in the first, the equality of the two opposite
arcs that are the sides of the perpendicular is established from
the equality of the two arcs that are the other sides and from the
equality of their chords, while in the second the equality of the
chords is established from the equality of the arcs of the sides,
each due to its correlate.16
In his note, Ṭūsī points out that Spher. II 11 & 12 were probably numbered together, not merely because each is the converse of the other, but
because the arguments themselves are closely related and simply start with
a different set of equal objects. Nevertheless, despite the fact that he understands the reason for numbering these propositions together, Ṭūsī gives them
individual numbers in his edition, following the Greek practice of individuating converse theorems.
Al-Ṭūsī’s final reference to his manuscript sources is at the beginning of
a series of lemmas he provides following Spher. III 11. Before setting out
the lemmas, Ṭūsī mentions that “a proposition for a proof” (ن012) 345) of
this lemma, “by Thābit” (6,07)), is set out “in some copies.”17 Because these
lemmas are of interest in their own right, we will discuss them in some detail
below.
From these three passages, we see that although Ṭūsī had access to a
number of manuscripts as he worked on his edition, the differences that he
found, and saw fit to mention, were rather slight. These were a slight difference in enumeration and a lemma, probably found in the marginal notes of
some of his sources. Hence, it is clear that based on the evidence available to
him, Ṭūsī believed that there was in circulation only a single version of the
Arabic translation of Theodosius’s text, the correction made in Baghdad by
Thābit ibn Qurra.18 His references to the manuscript tradition, and his care
to always inform the reader when he is interjecting his own comments, make
it clear that Ṭūsī was attempting to produce what he regarded as a faithful
16

al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 19).
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 48).
18
This may be contrasted to the situation evident from a recent assessment of the medieval
17
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preservation of his sources. As we will see below, in the few places where
he engages in a revision of the text itself, it can be shown that this stems from
a belief that the mathematical argument in his sources is insufficient.19
Comments on mathematical structure and lemmas
Al-Ṭūsī’s overall interest in the logical integrity of the treatise is established
at the outset with a new set of first principles, which he says will be used in
the problems, that is in the seven propositions that demonstrate the validity
of certain geometric constructions (Spher. I 2, 18–21, II 13a (14g ), 15).20 In
fact, the presentation of all of the first principles is somewhat different from
what we find in the Greek texts, but since the early definitions are all mathematically related to those in the Greek MSS and agree closely with those
found in other Arabic MSS, we may assume that the arrangement and content
of these are not due to Ṭūsī. Indeed, as usual, al-Ṭūsī makes his intervention
clear.
I say: It is necessary that we establish that it is the case [1] that
we make any point that happens to be on the surface of the sphere
a pole and we draw about it with any distance, less than the diameter of the sphere, a circle on that surface; and [2] that we
produce any arc that there is until it completes its circle; and [3]
that we cut off what is equal to a known21 arc from an arc greater
manuscripts. See note 2, above.
19
This faithfulness to the overall structure of his sources has also been shown in studies
of his revisions of the Banū Mūsā’s Treatise on Measuring Plane and Spherical Figures and
Aristarchus’s On the Sizes and Distances of the Sun and the Moon (Rashed 1996, 9, 12–27;
Berggren and Sidoli 2007, 238–247). Dold-Samplonius (1995), on the other hand, argues that
he made rather extensive changes in the structure of Thābit ibn Qurra’s Treatise on Assumptions when he revised this treatise to be included in his edition of the Middle Books. Since
such structural changes are not common in his revisions, however, we should also consider
the possibility that Ṭūsī worked with a different version of Thābit’s text than that preserved in
Aya Sofya 4832, today the only known copy of Thābit’s treatise made prior to Ṭūsī’s revision.
20
The ordering of propositions II 13 & 14 is switched between the Arabic and Greek versions of the text, so that the problem which is II 14 in the Greek, is II 13 in the Araibic versions.
21
Ṭūsī, following standard practice, uses perfect participles from two different roots, to render Theodosius’s idea of given: "م9+: and >=وض:. Greek mathematicians, however, used two
participle forms of a verb meaning “to give” (δίδωµι), δοѳείς and δεδοµένος (aorist and perfect participles, respectively), with a range of meanings including assumed at the mathematician’s discretion, fixed by the mathematical constraints of the problem and determined on the
basis of these. Since it is possible to distinguish between these different usages, and since al-
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than it, when they belong to equal circles; and [4] that it is not
the case that a single circle has more than two poles; and [5] that
the arcs similar to an arc are similar to one another and so on;
which treats this in the same way with respect to what results in
the course of the problems.22
Statements [1]–[3] are construction postulates, whereas [4] & [5] are
common notions asserting the transitivity of similarity and the uniqueness
of the pair of poles of any circle in a sphere. The final, obscure phrase seems
to imply that the new postulates are specifically related to the problems in the
text. That is, that the new material deals with suppositions that are necessary
for what occurs in the problems in the same way as the original definitions
treat suppositions that are necessary for the theorems. Most of these five
new first principles are, indeed, used fairly frequently throughout the treatise,
without any explicit reference.23 The one exception is [4], which appears to
be used only once and with an explicit reference.
Spher. II 7 shows that if, in a sphere, there are two equal parallel circles
and a great circle is tangent to one of them, it will also be tangent to the
other. The argument is indirect. Since Spher. II 6 has just shown that if a
great circle is tangent to a lesser circle it will also be tangent to an equal
parallel, in Spher. II 7, Theodosius argues that if one of the original equal
parallel circles is not tangent to the great circle, then there will be another
equal parallel circle that is. There will then be three equal parallel circles in
the sphere, which is asserted as impossible. In Ṭūsī’s edition the statement
of impossibility is followed by an explanation that is not found in any of the
other versions and is almost certainly due to Ṭūsī himself. Concerning the
claim that it is impossible to have three equal parallel circles in a sphere, the
text reads, “That would require either that a single circle have three poles
or the equality of the whole and its part.”24 Although he does not give the
details, he means that the argument can be brought to this dichotomy, both
Ṭūsī may have been attempting to make such a distinction, we have translated the former as
known and the latter as determined. The claim by Fournarakis and Christianidis (2006) that
the two Greek particles have different meanings should be compared with the Arabic terminology.
22
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 3). Here, and throughout, we include some material not found in the text
for convenience, in square brackets, [].
23
For a discussion of the uses of the three construction postulates, see Sidoli and Saito
(Forthcoming). The transitivity of similarity is used frequently.
24
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 15).
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sides of which are false. While the falsity of the second claim is secured by
the Euclidean common notion (Elem. I c.n. 8), Ṭūsī appears to have written
his postulate [4] specifically to refute the first claim.
The first three postulates are meant to supply constructions that are used
in the text, especially in the seven problems. Ṭūsī’s interest in asserting these
postulates appears to be purely logical. The constructions they provide are
in fact used in the treatise and hence Ṭūsī considers that the argument will
be more sound if the treatise contains some statements asserting their validity. From this perspective, it is interesting to consider why Theodosius may
not have included such postulates in his work. The fundamental difference
is probably due to the contexts in which Theodosius and Ṭūsī believed the
text would be read. While Theodosius wrote the Spherics to be read as logically founded on the Elements and probably some other works in elementary
geometry,25 Ṭūsī sought to give the work a more independent status.
The next three examples we discuss reveal Ṭūsī’s interest in guiding the
reader through the sometimes intricate thicket of the argument. They are
also closely related to scholia found in the Greek MS tradition and include
a scholium apparently written by Thābit ibn Qurra. In the first, Ṭūsī gives
a somewhat different argument to make the same claim as one of the Greek
lemmas, in the second he appears to have tacitly adopted the lemma and in
the third he mentions that the lemma was found in some of his sources.
Lemma to Spher. III 12
In the course of the demonstration of Spher. III 12, Theodosius claims, in
Figure 2, that where ET K and F T O are great circles tangent to the same
circle, EF , parallel to circle OK , and LT Q is a great circle through their
intersection, T , and the pole of the parallels, L, then arc OQ and arc QK are
equal.
An argument for this can be based on Spher. II 11, which shows, in Figure 1, that where AHG and DT Z are equal segments perpendicular on the
diameters of equal circles and arc T D equals arc HA and line T E equals
line HB , then arc AB is equal to arc ED.27 Following Spher. III 12, Ṭūsī
25
See Sidoli and Saito (Forthcoming) for a discussion of the relationship between Theodosius’s Spherics and Euclid’s Elements.
26
For the MS diagrams we follow those in Tehran 3484 (Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005).
27
Al-Ṭūsī’s proof as given below should be compared with that in the scholia to the Greek
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Figure 1: Spher. II 11, MS Diagram [T. 3484, 30]26
gives a lemma using Spher. II 11. He anticipates this argument, however,
with a short lemma following Spher. II 14a (13g ), which states,28
I say: It is obvious from this proof that each of the two arcs F O
and EK , and of the two arcs T F and ET , and of the remaining
two arcs T O and T K , are mutually equal; and this will become
requisite in what will be done below.29
On this basis, Ṭūsī provides a lemma showing that, in Figure 2, arc OQ
equals arc QK . As usual, the lemma comes after the theorem in which is it
used. In what will be his final commentary, following Spher. III 12, al-Ṭūsī
writes,
I say, in proof that circle LT Q bisects arc KO: The equality of
arcs T K and T O has been shown from what took place following the fourteenth proposition of the second book. Circle LT Q,
passing through the pole of circle KO, bisects it orthogonally
[Spher. I 15], so, the segment T Q, which is united with it, constructed on the diameter of circle OK passing through the point
Q, is upright on the plane of circle OK . And the chords of the
arcs T K and T O, extending from point T to the circumference
OK , are mutually equal. So, arcs QK and QO are mutually
equal, just as took place in the eleventh proposition of the second book. The distinction is that there the proof was with respect
MSS (Czinczenheim 2000, 436–437). See also Ver Eecke (1959, 116, n. 4).
28
Since the objects mentioned in the lemma to Spher. II 14a (13g ) can all be located in
Figure 2, in the following translation we have changed the letter names of the geometric
objects to agree with the names of the same objects in Spher. III 12.
29
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 22).
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Figure 2: Spher. III 12, (a) MS Diagram [T. 3484, 54], (b) Simplified Reconstruction
to two circles and here with respect to a single circle.30
Both the set of five new first principles and the anticipation of the requirements of the lemma to Spher. III 12 by the lemma to Spher. II 14 show that
al-Ṭūsī composed his revision of the Arabic text after he was already thoroughly familiar with its mathematical content. Although he may have been
guided by the scholia in his sources, his reworking of the lemma to Spher. III
12 shows that he sometimes went beyond his sources in anticipating the need
of the argument and reworking the text. While the gap filled by his lemmas
to Spher. III 12 and Spher. II 14 flesh out the steps of the argument based
on material that is already in the Spherics, in the final two lemmas we will
30

al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 50–51).
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examine, al-Ṭūsī brings material found as scholia in his sources into the text
itself.
Lemma to Spher. III 10
The first substantial lemma introduced into the text shows that, given two
unequal magnitudes, an intermediate magnitude can be constructed that is
commensurable with any given magnitude. This lemma is used in a number
of places in the Greek mathematical corpus and it may, in fact, derive from
a pre-Euclidean theory of proportion.31
In what was apparently a common strategy for demonstrating the assertion of a proportion, or ratio inequality, a Greek mathematician might first
establish the theorem for the case where the objects in ratio are commensurable and then, on the basis of this, prove the case where they are incommensurable. This method was used by Archimedes in Equilibrium of Planes I 6
& 7,32 by Theodosius, here, in Spher. II 9 & 10, and later by Pappus in his
Commentary to Almagest V (and Collection V 12),33 and in his comments to
the Theodosian propositions in Collection VI 7 & 8.34 In each of these pairs,
the proof of the second, incommensurable case relies on the assumption that
an intermediate commensurable can be constructed.
A scholium establishing this lemma was transmitted in the Greek manuscript tradition of the Spherics.35 Although Ṭūsī makes no mention of any
textual basis for the lemma in his edition, its similarity with the Greek version indicates that it was probably based on some transmission of this proof
into the Arabic tradition. On the other hand, there are some differences of
conception and approach between the Greek scholium and Ṭūsī’s insertion
that may indicate that he, or someone before him in the Arabic transmission,
31

Knorr (1978); Mendell (2007).
Heiberg (1910–1915, 132–138).
33
Rome (1931, 256–257); Hultsch (1876, 336–340)
34
Hultsch (1876, 482–486). See Mendell (2007, 5, n. 5) for a discussion of all the known
examples of this two-stage method. Berggren (1976, 96–99) regards Equilibrium of Planes I
6 & 7 as later additions to the text, which should not be attributed to Archimedes. It should be
noted, however, that these propositions, like the rest of the work, are written in Archimedes’
native Doric. Hence, if they are not due to Archimedes himself, they must have been added by
someone who was interested in preserving the original dialect and historicity of the text and
considered the two-stage method a viable means of demonstrating the law of levers. Thus,
whether or not we read these theorems as due to Archimedes, they support our basic claim
that the two-stage method was a common strategy for asserting a proportion.
35
Heiberg (1927, 193–194); Czinczenheim (2000, 431); Mendell (2007, 6).
32
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simply read and understood the proof in the manuscripts and then rewrote it
based on an understanding of the mathematics involved. As is usually the
case with scholia, the proof is fairly simple, and it would almost certainly
have been easier for a mathematically inclined reader to simply rewrite it
than to carefully transcribe and collate it against a manuscript source. Following Spher. III 10, al-Ṭūsī inserts the following passage.
(a)
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Figure 3: Lemma to Spher. III 10, (a) MS Diagram [T. 3484, 51], (b) Reconstruction
I say: For a proof of a lemma, used in this proposition and the
proposition before it, let AB and BG be two unequal magnitudes and DE a third of their kind. The requirement is finding a
magnitude less than AB and greater than GB , being commensurable36 with DE . So, let us bisect AG at Z , and we bisect DE
over and over again until it becomes less than GZ . Let DH be
the part of it that is less than GZ . We measure BG with DH
by diminishing it by it over and over again until it vanishes or
what remains of it, T G, is less than DH . So, BT is measured
by DH .37 If we add DH to BT , as BK , it will be greater than
BG.38 So, BK is a magnitude less than AB and greater than
GB , and it is commensurable with DE , because DH measures
them both, which is the requirement.39
If we compare Ṭūsī’s proof with that in the Greek scholia, we find that
Here and elsewhere, al-Ṭūsī uses the term رك0A: to express the idea of commensurability
denoted by σύµµετρος in the Greek.
37
In the case that DH “vanishes,” T and G will coincide. That is, BG = BT is measured
by DH .
38
In the case that DH “vanishes,” we add DH to BG resulting, again, in BK .
39
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 46).
36
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there is one significant conceptual difference that results in a somewhat different proof.40 In the Greek scholium, once DH has been constructed, the
text asserts that it “either measures” (ἤτοι µετρεῖ) BG “or it does not” (ἤ
οὐ).41 The proof then breaks into two cases. In Ṭūsī’s version, however, “we
measure (رCDE
ّ ) BG with DH by diminishing it by it over and over again until
it vanishes,” or the remainder is less than the measuring magnitude. Hence,
whereas in the Greek proof, the property of measuring, or not measuring, inherently belongs to two given magnitudes, for Ṭūsī measuring a magnitude is
something a mathematician does through a certain process leading to some
result. Because Ṭūsī’s proof is based on the result of this process, there is
really only one case.
Although there is no textual evidence that Ṭūsī was aware of the other
uses of this lemma in the Greek mathematical corpus, it is noteworthy that he
selected it for rewriting and inclusion in his edition. In some way or another,
Ṭūsī probably was aware of the historical importance of the lemma. As we
will see, the next lemma that he included was also of historical significance,
and, in this later case, we are certain that Ṭūsī did know its significance.
Lemmas to Spher. III 11
Ṭūsī’s most substantial addition to the text of Theodosius’s Spherics is a
lemma of some importance for the history of exact sciences in antiquity.
From the early Hellenistic period, mathematicians working in the exact sciences, such as Euclid, Aristarchus and Archimedes, were assuming and demonstrating a group of lemmas that establish ratio inequalities for ratios of
sides and angles of right triangles under the same height.42 In the Roman
Imperial period, Theodosius assumes such a lemma, here, in Spher. III 11,43
and Ptolemy, in his Almagest, proves two related lemmas, one of which he
says comes from Apollonius.44 In late antiquity, a number of proofs of these
lemmas were circulating in the commentaries on, and scholia to, the above
40

In fact, there are also some other minor differences that indicate that Ṭūsī, or his source,
did not simply copy the Greek proof.
41
Czinczenheim (2000, 431). Note that Heiberg’s text is slightly different in this passage
(Heiberg 1927, 193).
42
Knorr (1985); Berggren and Sidoli (2007, 223–225).
43
Heiberg (1927, 158); Czinczenheim (2000, 169–170).
44
Heiberg (1898–1903, p. 1, 43–45 & p. 2, 456–458). Whereas most of these lemmas
concern right triangles, that shown by Apollonius concerns any triangle. Nevertheless, both
the subject matter and proof are closely related to the lemmas concerning right triangles.
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mentioned uses of them.45 A number of the uses and proofs of these lemmas
were known to al-Ṭūsī and included in his editions of Greek mathematical
texts.
The two basic versions of these trigonometric lemmas, to which all others can be reduced, were asserted by Archimedes in his Sand Reckoner.46
Considering Figure 4, Archimedes claims that

β : α < BA : BD,

(T.L. 1)

β : α > GA : GD.

(T.L. 2)

and
Although the Sand Reckoner does not appear to have been known to the
Arabic mathematicians, both of these versions of the lemmas were also asserted by Aristarchus in his Sizes and Distances of the Sun and the Moon, a
text which al-Ṭūsī knew and edited.47 Another text that Ṭūsī edited, however, contains a version of T.L. 2 that is closely related to what we find in his
edition of the Spherics. Ptolemy, in Alm. I 10 in the course of deriving his
chord table, proves that arc GA : arc GD > GA : GD (see Figure 4 (b)),
which is an immediate consequence of T.L. 2.48 Not only does Ptolemy’s
version of the lemma assert a property of arcs of the circle drawn through
points A, G, and D, but his proof is based on the geometry of this circle. As
we will see below, one of Ṭūsī’s lemmas, which he attributes to Thābit, involves the same circle reflected about line GA, such that it is drawn through
A, DÕ and G.
45

Knorr (1985) provides a useful discussion of almost all of the ancient versions of these
lemmas. Knorr believes that there was a single source for these lemmas in some 3rd or 4th
century treatise of mathematical astronomy. This may, indeed, have been the case; however,
the historical precision suggested by his detailed textual analysis is largely a chimera. Notice, for example, that the version of the scholium to Theodosius’s Spherics III 11 that he
presents contains not only excerpts imported from other texts but a number of manuscript
readings from a collection of scholia made by Andreas Darmarius in the end of the 16th century, which are of no value for the purposes of establishing an ancient or medieval text, and
were wisely omitted by both Heiberg and Czinczenheim (Knorr 1985, 264–265). Furthermore, the selection of Greek passages cited to facilitate verbatim comparison of the different
versions are almost all idiomatic mathematical expressions (Knorr 1985, 387–388). Given
the rigidly formulaic nature of Greek mathematical prose, and the fact that these passages are
found in proofs of a closely related set of theorems, it would be rather surprising if there were
less verbatim agreement (Netz 1999, 127–167).
46
Heiberg (1910–1915, vol. 2, 232).
47
al-Ṭūsī (1940c); Berggren and Sidoli (2007, 225).
48
Heiberg (1898–1903, 43–45).
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Figure 4: Diagrams for the trigonometric lemmas
Following Spher. III 11, al-Ṭūsī includes two different proofs of T.L. 1.
Although his expression is somewhat vague, he seems to be attributing the
first of these to Thābit ibn Qurra and the second to an unnamed source. Ṭūsī’s
addition is as follows.
I say: In some copies is found a proposition49 by Thābit for a
demonstration of the lemma used here. His arrangement is thus.
In triangle ABG, let angle B be right, and we produce in it GD
at random.50 I say that the ratio of AB to BD is greater than the
ratio of angle BDG to angle BAG.
[Fig. 5 (a)] Its proof: We draw circle ADGE about triangle
ADG, and we produce line DZE from point D as a parallel to
BG. We join AE and GE . So, because angle ADE , equal to
right angle ABG, is right, line AE is a diameter of the circle.51
So, it is longer than chord EG. Because angle AGE , occurring
in the semicircle, is right, and angle EZG is acute, then EZ
is longer than EG. So, if we draw the section (F+G#) of circle
HZT about center E with distance EZ , and we extend EG
to H , sector (ع0G#) T ZE is less than triangle AZE , and sector
ZHE is greater than triangle ZGE , and the ratio of triangle
AZE to triangle ZGE , that is the ratio of AZ to ZG, or rather
49
The word we have translated as “proposition,” 345, can mean either a figure or a proposition. Since, however, another word for “diagram,” "رةJ, is used elsewhere in the text to
specifically refer to the figure itself, we have assumed that the 345 mentioned here was accompanied with some argument and translated as such (see, for example, page 36).
50
That is, point D may be chosen arbitrarily on line AB , and GD is joined.
51
Where the Hyderabad version prints  ا هLM "ن4), we follow Tehran 3484 and read "ن4N
 اهLM (al-Ṭūsī 1940a, 48; Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 52).
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the ratio of AD to DB , is greater than the ratio of sector T ZE 52
to sector ZHE , that is the ratio of arc T Z to arc ZH , or rather
the ratio of angle AED to angle ZEH , which is the ratio of
angle DGA to angle DAG. If we compound,53 the ratio of AB
to BD is greater than the ratio of the sum of angles DGA, DAG
to angle BAG. QED.
A

(a)
T

Z

D

D
B

E

A
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G

H

Z
G

E
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H

Figure 5: Lemma to Spher. III 11, (a) First Proof, (b) Second Proof [T. 3484,
53]54
[Fig. 5 (b)] In another way: We repeat triangle ABG and
line GD, and the presupposition of their situation, and we produce DE as a parallel to AG. We draw the section of a circle,
ZEH , about center D and with distance DE . So, because angle DBE 55 is right and angle DEB is acute, DE is longer than
DB . Likewise, because angle DEG is obtuse and angle DGE
acute, DG is longer than DE . So therefore, the arc of the section intersects line DG at Z , and it passes beyond DB .56 So we
produce AB until it intersects it at H . Triangle DGE is greater
Where the Hyderabad version prints ز ه, we follow Tehran 3484 and read ( ط ز هal-Ṭūsī
1940a, 48; Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 53).
53
Where the Hyderabad version prints 0Q2Rر, we follow Tehran 3484 and read 0(2R( رal-Ṭūsī
1940a, 48; Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 53).
54
In (a), Tehran 3438 omits line DG (Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 53). Both Tehran 3438
and the Hyderabad version include a third diagram which seems to be related to this material.
Since, however, it is not possible to make sense of this diagram in conjunction with the text
as it stands, we have omitted it.
55
Where the Hyderabad version simply prints ا ب ه, we follow Tehran 3484 and read FNزاو
( د ب هal-Ṭūsī 1940a, 49; Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 53).
56
A number of words have been omitted in the Hyderabad version. Following Tehran 3484,
we read this sentence as  د بU: FVر0M =WX ز وY9Z [V  دLM F+GD)"س ا# ]GDN ^)_9. (AghayanīChavoshī 2005, 53).
52
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than sector DZE and triangle DEB is less than sector DEH .
The ratio of triangle DGE to triangle DEB , that is the ratio
of GE to EB , or rather the ratio of AD to DB , is greater than
the ratio of sector DZE 57 to sector DEH ,58 that is the ratio of
angle GDE to angle EDH . Angle GDE , however,59 is equal
to its alternate (0`Q)د02W)),60 which is angle DGA, and the external angle EDH is equal to the internal angle BAG, then the
ratio AD to DB is greater than the ratio of angle AGD to angle
BAG. By composition, the ratio of AB to BD is greater than
the ratio of the sum of angles AGD, GAD, that is angle BDG,
to angle BAG. QED.61
Both of the versions of T.L. 1 included by al-Ṭūsī are closely related
to the treatment of similar material in the Greek tradition. As mentioned
above, Thābit’s proof is closely related to that given by Ptolemy in Alm. I
10. Whereas, in Figure 4 (b), Ptolemy uses the properties of the circle drawn
through points A, B and G to demonstrate a version of T.L. 2, Thābit uses
the properties of the same circle, reflected about AG, to prove T.L. 1. Although Thābit’s proof concerns triangle ABG, which partially falls outside
the circle used in the proof, ADÕ G, considerations of symmetry make it clear
that the triangle can also be constructed inside the circle. In this way, Thābit
shows that arc GA : arc GD < BA : BD, which is a version of T.L. 1 that
is fully analogous to that shown by Ptolemy for T.L. 2.62 This shows that
Where the Hyderabad version prints د ح ه, we follow Tehran 3484 and read ( د ز هal-Ṭūsī
1940a, 49; Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 53).
58
The Hyderabad text contains a dittograph of the entire passage, 3,  ه بY)[ ه اV F2'E -(Zا
ع د ه ح0G# Y)ع د ز ه ا0G# F2'E U: bcZ د ب اY) ا د اU: F2'E (al-Ṭūsī 1940a, 49). We have omitted
this, following Tehran 3484.
59
Where the Hyderabad version prints the beginning of this sentence as U4Q), we follow
Tehran 3484 and read U4)( وal-Ṭūsī 1940a, 49; Aghayanī-Chavoshī 2005, 53).
60
The term F)د02: is based on the third form of لC,, the same root used to express the idea of
the alteration of a proportion (a : b = c : d =⇒ a : c =: b : d, permutando, ἐναλλάξ).
Here, however, it is used to refer to the equality of the alternate internal angles, formed when
a transversal falls on a pair of parallel lines.
61
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 48–49).
62
Furthermore, this configuration of T.L. 1 also makes it clear that it is a stronger version
of the lemma demonstrated by Apollonius, somehow in connection with a discussion of the
retrogradations of the planets, and preserved by Ptolemy in Alm. XII 1 (Heiberg 1898–1903,
p. 2, 456–458). In Figure 4 (b), where x = AG, Apollonius’s lemma shows that β : α <
x : (AD − x). Since Apollonius was presumably aware of the use of these lemmas by
57
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Thābit was well aware of the historical significance of this group of lemmas
in the Greek mathematical sources, and wanted to write a version of T.L. 1
that would reveal more explicitly its geometric analogy with the other proofs
in the Greek mathematical corpus. Ṭūsī, in turn, saw the importance of all
this material to anyone reading the classics of the mathematical sciences and
made the decision to insert it into the text itself.
The second version of T.L. 1 that Ṭūsī includes in the text is fairly close to
the proof preserved in the oldest Greek MSS of the lemmas to the Spherics.63
The version of the proof provided by Ṭūsī is somewhat longer than that in
the Greek Spherics but it proceeds by the same constructions and the same
chain of argument. Indeed, the proof in the scholia, having been written in
the margin of the text, is in many ways only a proof sketch. Since al-Ṭūsī’s
version was intended to be read as part of the text, it is only natural that the
details of both the constructions and the proof should be fleshed out.
Rewriting the text: Spher. II 15 & 16
Having discussed al-Ṭūsī’s explicit additions to the text, we should make it
clear that his general tendency was not to expand, but rather to condense. For
the most part, Ṭūsī’s edition stays close to the older versions in terms of the
overall content, the order of the propositions and the internal structure of the
arguments. As noted in studies of some of Ṭūsī’s other editions, he rewrites
the text itself in less verbose Arabic prose by reorganizing the syntax, eliminating repetition, streamlining the proof structure and generally ignoring
features of the older versions that were an attempt to reproduce the style of
the Greek source.64 In his edition of Theodosius’s Spherics, it appears that
the only times when he rewrote entire passages or propositions was when
he believed there was some sort of mathematical or logical problem with his
source material. Even in these cases, however, many passages were simply
rewritten in his usual concise style with no substantial alteration. In order
to develop some examples of Ṭūsī’s editorial practices, we will examine a
number of passages from Spher. II 15 & 16, which are useful examples because these two propositions show considerable differences between Ṭūsī’s
Aristarchus and Archimedes in their work employing pre-chord table trigonometric methods,
he must have put forward his weaker version of the lemmas in a rather different context.
63
Heiberg (1927, 195–196); Czinczenheim (2000, 435). Since the version of this lemma
translated by Knorr (1985, 264–265) is not attested by the oldest Greek MSS, we have translated the older version to facilitate comparison with Ṭūsī’s version. See the Appendix.
64
Rashed (1996, 12–27); Berggren and Sidoli (2007, 238–247).
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version and all other Greek and Arabic versions.
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Figure 6: Diagram for Spher. II 10–16
The group of propositions Spher. II 10–16 constitutes a theory of the
conditions under which great circles cut off similar arcs of lesser circles.
Taken together, the series shows that these arcs are similar if and only if the
great circles either (a) both pass through the poles of the parallel circles, or
(b) are both tangent to the same parallel circle. In fact, only three theorems
are directly used to prove these statements. In Figure 6, Spher. II 10 shows
that if great circles DB and EC are through pole A, they will cut parallel
circles ED and GF such that arc ED is similar to arc GF , Spher. II 14a (13g )
shows that if they are both tangent to parallel circle ED they will again make
arc ED similar to arc GF , and Spher. II 16 uses indirect arguments to show
that if the arcs of the parallel circles are similar there are no other possible
configurations. The other four propositions in this series are all auxiliaries.
Spher. II 11 & 12 are lemmas required in the proofs of Spher. II 14a (13g )
and Spher. II 16, while Spher. II 13a (14g ) & 15 are problems required in the
construction of Spher. II 16. With this summary providing the mathematical
context, we examine a number of passages from Spher. II 15 & 16.
Rewriting sentences
Al-Ṭūsī’s most persistent tendency as an editor is to rewrite individual sentences so that they are more concise and presumably more consistent with
his idea of contemporary Arabic usage. As a representative example, we examine the same sentence, taken from Spher. II 15, in the Greek, the early
Arabic version KL and Ṭūsī’s edition.
Καὶ τῇ ὑφ᾽ ἣν ὑποτείνει ἡ τοῦ τετραγώνου πλευρὰ τοῦ εἰς τὸν
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µέγιστον κύκλον ἐγγραφοµένου περιφερείᾳ ἴση ἀπειλήφѳω ἡ
ΒѲ.65
Let BT be cut off equal to an arc subtending the side of the
square inscribed in the great circle.

=ةdاC) ا-. "مe=W)] ا,=W)] ا9f 0g=X"N -Q)"س اD9) FNو0': ً0e"# 0`(: 3i>Eو
66 ."س ب ط# 0`f=>E و،FW1c+)ا
We cut off from it an arc equal to the arc subtending the side of
the square drawn in the great circle, and we assume it as arc BT .
These two passages agree both in terms of expression and syntax, including the terminal position of the topic of discussion, the letter name BT . In
the Greek, BT is the grammatical subject of a single sentence and it immediately follows the verb. Since this delayed position of the verb would not work
in Arabic, the author has preserved the position of BT by embedding it in a
second, subsidiary sentence. Ṭūsī, however, having no interest in attempting to preserve such specific features of the prose, which were presumably
motivated by familiarity with Greek syntax, rewrote as follows.
67

.FW1c+)=ة اdاC)] ا#] ا)"ا,=W)] ا9f =هX"N 0: رCD,  ب ط0`(: 3i>Eو

We cut BT off from it at the size of what subtends the side of
the square occurring in the great circle.
Al-Ṭūsī’s expression, although idiomatically briefer, expresses the same
mathematical content as the earlier version. In this way, by consistently reworking the individual passages of the text, Ṭūsī strove for more concision
and greater mathematical clarity. Although this kind of local rewriting pervades the whole text, Ṭūsī’s tendency toward concision is most pronounced
when he rewrites an entire proposition to clarify the mathematical argument.
Rewriting arguments
For reasons that we will examine below, al-Ṭūsī apparently found the entire
exposition of Spher. II 15 & 16 unsatisfactory and decided to rewrite them.
Spher. II 15 is a problem showing how to draw a great circle tangent to a
65

Czinczenheim (2000, 102).
Kraus MS, 46v; L. or. 1031, 43v.
67
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 22).
66
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given lesser circle and passing through a given point. In the older Arabic
versions of Spher. II 15, the problem is demonstrated in two cases, although
the second case is an obvious interpolation.68
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Figure 7: Spher. II 15: MS Diagram [T. 3484, 34], (b) Perspective Reconstruction
In Figure 7, where circle AB is a given lesser circle and G a given point
between it and its equal and parallel correlate, Theodosius solves the problem
by showing how to draw two great circles, GN S and GM O, passing through
G and tangent to AB at points N and M .69 The first case demonstrates the
solution of the problem where arc BG is less than a quadrant.70 The second
case, found in the Greek and in KL, demonstrates the solution where arc BG
is equal to a quadrant, while the third case, mentioned by Ṭūsī,71 treats the
situation where arc BG is greater than a quadrant. The first case includes a
68
The second case begins with the phrase “if someone says,” 3d0# ل0# ن0., which is not
found elsewhere in the treatise and is clearly the beginning of a scholium [Kraus MS, 47r; L.
or. 1031, 45r]. The Greek text has the same structure as KL and the second case begins with
the same phrase, εἰ δέ τις λέγοι (Czinczenheim 2000, 105). (Note that Heiberg’s edition is
substantially different for this problem (Heiberg 1927, 70–76).)
69
The construction itself is rather involved and beyond the scope of the present paper. See
Sidoli and Saito (Forthcoming) for a discussion of the full solution of this problem.
70
This is probably the only case that was in the Greek treatise that Theodosius composed.
71
In fact, this case is also handled in the Greek MS Paris BN 2448, but this is a unique
13th century manuscript and its reading need not concern us here (Heiberg 1927, 70–76). See
Czinczenheim (2000, 239–258) for a full discussion of this interesting manuscript.
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substantial proof following which the second or third case then simply appeal
to this proof. Since there are two great circles that solve the problem, a full
proof is given for one of them, great circle GN S , and a reduced proof or
proof sketch, appealing to the full proof, is given for the other.72 The proof
involves using the auxiliary theorems Spher. II 11 & 12 to show that lines
LG and T E are equal.
Hence, the overall structure of the Greek and KL version is as follows:
(1) a proof that one great circle solves the problem using internal, auxiliary lines; (2) a reduced proof that the other great circle solves the problem
referring to other internal, auxiliary lines; (3) an interpolated proof that the
problem can still be solved when the given point is a quadrant from the given
lesser circle.
Al-Ṭūsī reorganized and rewrote the entire proposition, perhaps for two
reasons. He probably saw that the second case was an interpolation and he
must have easily seen that there was a third case, which could also be solved
by the same means as the other two. Nevertheless, Ṭūsī maintained the same
proof for the first part, shortening and clarifying it using the same sorts of
practices as we saw in the previous section. By these editorial procedures
and by using proof sketches for all but the first part, Ṭūsī produced three
cases in the same space as the first case in the older version.
The overall structure of Ṭūsī’s version is as follows: (1) a proof that
one great circle solves the problem using internal, auxiliary lines; (2) a proof
sketch that the other great circle solves the problem referring to other internal,
auxiliary lines; (3) a proof sketch that the problem can still be solved when the
given point is a quadrant from the given lesser circle, (4) a proof sketch that
the problem can still be solved when the given point is more than a quadrant
from the given lesser circle.
As an example of the way al-Ṭūsī makes the argument more concise
by eliminating unnecessary repetition, we may take the example of part (2),
again in all three versions.
ὁµοίως δὴ δείξοµεν, ὅτι καὶ ὁ πόλῳ τῷ Κ, διαστήµατι δὲ τῷ
ΚΓ, κύκλος γραφόµενος ἥξει καὶ διὰ τοῦ Μ σηµείου. ἐὰν γὰρ
ἐπιζεύξωµεν τὰς ΓΚ, ѲΗ, ἴσαι ἀλλήλαις ἔσονται, καί ἐστιν
ἡ ѲΗ τετραγώνου πλευρά· ἐκ γὰρ τοῦ πόλου ἐστὶ µεγίστου
κύκλου τοῦ ΕΒΗ· καὶ ἡ ΓΚ ἄρα τετραγώνου ἔσται πλευρά.
72

The Kraus MS, alone of the versions we consider here, states the problem from the beginning as involving two great circles (U1QW1cZ U1X=d داbe=E  انCN=E) [Kraus MS, 46v].
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ἀλλὰ καὶ ἡ ΚΜ· ἴση ἄρα ἐστὶν ἡ ΚΜ τῇ ΚΓ· ὁ ἄρα πόλῳ τῷ Κ,
διαστήµατι δὲ τῷ ΚΓ, κύκλος γραφόµενος ἥξει καὶ διὰ τοῦ Μ
σηµείου, καὶ ἔσται ὡς ὁ ΓΜΟ, καὶ ἐφάѱεται τοῦ ΑΒ κύκλου
[καὶ γίγνεται διχῶς τὸ πρόβληµα]. διὰ ἄρα τοῦ δοѳέντος
σηµείου τοῦ Γ, ὅ ἐστι µεταξὺ τοῦ ΑΒ καὶ τοῦ ἴσου τε καὶ
παραλλήλου αὐτῷ µέγιστος κύκλος γέγραπται [ὁ ΓΝΞ καὶ ὁ
ΓΜΟ].73
Similarly, we show that the circle drawn with pole K and with
distance KG will pass through point M . For if GK and T H
are joined, they will be equal, and T H is equal to the side of
the square, but KM is as well, therefore, KM is equal to KG.
Therefore, the circle drawn with pole K and with distance KG
will also pass through point M . Let it be as GM O, and it
will touch circle AB [and the problem will be produced in two
ways]. Therefore, through point G, which is between AB and
the equal and parallel to it, a great circle has been drawn, [GN S
and GM O].

F:klZ Y9Z "زmX [V [R C+2,[ وR nG# Y9Z Fo"GpW)=ة اdاC) ان اU12X ^) ذ37W,و
75  ط حLM و، ط حLp) و0': [V [R LM "ن4N ،[ ط حV [R 0(9J ان و0Est 74 ،م
ٍ
77
LM ًذا0. .FW1c+)=ة ب ح اd داnG# U: uV=p: نst 76 ،"مe=W)] ا,=W)] ا9f
ًذا0. ،],=W)] ا9f [ مR LM  انU12X ن0R C# U4) و76 ،"مe=W)] ا,=W)] ا9f [V [R
Y9Z "زmX [V [R C+2,[ وR nG# Y9Z F:"e=W)=ة اdاC) ا78ًذا0. ،[V [R وي0'X [ مR
 ا ب82 -X=d ان دا81 0() =g0c. .[ م عV =ةd دا0`f=>() و80 ،0`We=(9. . م79 FGDE
84 .=ة ا بdن دا0e0WX U1X=d[ داV F:klZ Y9Z 0(We رC# ًذا0. 83 .ن0Qe0WQ: [ م عV

73
Czinczenheim (2000, 104–105). Note that Heiberg’s text contains a long addition from
Paris BN 2448, which is not found in the other MSS, and was rightly omitted by Czinczeheim
(see note 71). We have changed the bracketing in Czinczeheim’s text to facilitate comparison
with KL. That is, the text we have bracketed does not occur in the KL version. The final
sentence has some problem with agreement of number, since the statement is about one great
circle and then two are named. Since the letter names are also not found in the Arabic versions,
they should probably be removed as a gloss that later entered the text.
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In the same way, it is shown that the circle drawn about pole K
with distance KG passes through mark M , because if we join
KG and T H , line KG will be equal to line T H , and line T H
is the side of the drawn square,85 because its origin86 is from
the pole of great circle BH . Hence, line KG is the side of the
drawn square. It was shown, however, that line KM is the side
of the square. Hence, KM equals KG. Hence, the circle drawn
about pole K with distance KG passes through point M . So let
us draw it and let us assume it as circle GM O. So it is obvious
to us that circles AB and GM O touch one another. Hence, we
have drawn through mark G two circles touching circle AB .
The agreement between these two passages is fairly close. The Arabic
passage contains a justification of the claim that KM equals KG, namely
“because its [T H ] origin is from the pole of great circle BH . Hence, line
KG is the side of the drawn square. But it was shown that line KM is the
side of the drawn square.” This was presumably added by Thābit ibn Qurra
in correcting the text, or some other scholar in the Arabic tradition.87 The
Kraus MS: ن. KL uses both F:klZ and FGDE to refer to points. We translate the former as
mark and the latter as point.
75
Here, the Kraus MS includes the word  ٍو0':, which has then been crossed out with a mark
like [ــx placed above the word, so used throughout the manuscript.
76
L. or. 1031 omits "مe=W)ا.
77
L. or. 1031: ن0..
78
L. or. 1031: ذن0.. This spelling for ً اذاoccurs throughout.
79
Kraus MS omits FGDE
80
L. or. 1031 omits 0`We=(9..
81
Kraus MS omits 0().
82
Kraus MS omits -X=dدا.
83
L. or. 1031: U1Qe0WQ:.
84
Kraus MS, 47r; L. or. 1031, 45r. For this passage the two MSS use a different figure with
somewhat different labeling. Hence, the letter names naturally disagree. We have followed
the diagram and letter names of the Kraus MS and neglected to mention all the variants in the
letter names.
85
The expression “the drawn square,” "مe=W)] ا,=W)ا, is used as an abbreviation for the side
of the square circumscribed by a great circle, which Spher. I 16 shows is the pole-distance of
a great circle.
86
Literally, “its place of going out,” uV=p:, that is, the place from which it is drawn.
87
For examples of additions of this sort in the treatise said to be Thābit’s correction of
74
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Greek passage, on the other hand, contains the rather more trivial remark
that this section constitutes a second solution to the problem, and it ends by
explicitly naming the two circles that solve the problem. These are probably
late additions.88
In contrast to the way in which KL fleshes out the argument in the Greek,
al-Ṭūsī reduces the entire passage to an essential sketch.

]9y) FNو0': وFNو0'Q: 0`E اU12X[ م وR [ حo [V [R 3iE  انC+, U12X ^) ذ37W,و
=WX ،[ م عV =ةd دا-g و،[V [R C+2,[ وR nG# Y9Z be=X -Q)=ة اdاC) ان ا،],=W)ا
89 .=ة ا بdس دا0WX[ وV FGD(,
In the same way, it is then shown that if we join KG, T H , KM
and it is shown that they are mutually equal and equal to the side
of the square, then the circle drawn about pole K with distance
KG, circle GM O, passes through point G and touches circle
AB .
This is a typical example of the way Ṭūsī summarizes, and thus simplifies, the text. He briefly points out that if the necessary lines are drawn and
shown to be equal to side of the square, then the analogously drawn great
circle will also solve the problem. All details of this trivial argument are left
up to the reader.
In this case, however, although the argument is merely sketched, al-Ṭūsī
may be presumed to have had the same argument in mind. Hence, in Spher. II
15, Ṭūsī condenses everything and then briefly adds a third case, as follows.
As for the case where BT is less than BG, in place of circle
AB , we introduce the equal and parallel correlate, so it reverts
to the original proof. QED.90
This situation should be compared with Spher. II 16, in which al-Ṭūsī
rewrites the theorem by reorganizing its logical structure, again with the goal
of brevity. As mentioned above, Spher. II 16 is the culminating theorem of
a group of seven propositions and it shows that if a pair of great circles cuts
similar arcs from a pair of parallel lesser circles, then the great circles must
Aristarchus’s On the Sizes and Distances of the Sun and the Moon, also found in the Kraus
MS, see Berggren and Sidoli (2007, 235–238 & 241–247).
88
Czinczenheim (2000, 105) marks this passage as an interpolation.
89
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 23).
90
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 23).
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either both be through the poles of the parallel circles or both be parallel
to the same lesser circle, which is parallel to the original two. In all three
versions considered here the theorem is demonstrated in three cases, but Ṭūsī
structures the logical arrangement of the cases somewhat differently.
In the Greek and KL the proof is actually arranged in two cases, of which
the second case has two parts. In Figure 8 (a), the first case assumes that one
of the great circles goes through the poles and shows, by indirect argument,
that the other great circle must then also go through the poles. The second
case assumes that one of the great circles does not go through the poles and
hence must either be tangent to one of the parallel circles, (b), or be inclined
to it, (c).91 In both parts of the second case it is shown, again by indirect
argument, that the other great circle must be tangent to the same parallel
circle as the first.
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Figure 8: Al-Ṭūsī’s diagram for diagram for Spher. II 16 [T. 3483, 35]
Al-Ṭūsī, on the other hand, asserts that there are in total five possible
arrangements of the two great circles and then proceeds to show, in three
distinct cases, that in three of these the great circles will not cut the parallel
circles in similar arcs. He says,
We say the two greats are either [1a] simultaneously passing
through the two poles of the parallels or [1b] only one of them is
through them or [2] not one of them is through them but rather
[2a] either they simultaneously touch one of the parallels or [2b]
only one of the two of them touches the two of them,92 [2c] or
91
The condition that the great circle either touch or intersect the lesser circle is secured by
the fact that the great circle is assumed to produce similar arcs on the two lesser circles.
92
The first “two of them” refers to the two great circles and the second to the parallel circle
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one of the two of them does not touch the two of them.92 So,
these are five classes (م0'# ;)اthey have no sixth, and two of them
are possible and the remaining three are impossible.93
It is not certain why al-Ṭūsī saw the need to reformulate the overall argument of this proof, but we will put forward two reasons that may have
weighed in his decision.
In the first place, the actual presentation of the first case in the earlier
versions is obscured by the fact that an essential point, the intersection of the
great circles, is never introduced. In other words, in Figure 8, these versions
set out to prove that some completely unknown point, K , must be the pole of
the parallel circles, by showing that the pole is not any other point taken on
AEG, say L. Following the Greek,94 the passage in KL reads as follows.
We prove that circle BT D is likewise through the poles of the
parallel circles, namely by this, that mark K is the pole of circles95 ABGD and ZHT E .96
This is the first mention of point K in the text and K it is not even included in the letter names of the great circles. Nor is there any further mention of a point K in the Arabic text.97 Hence, point K as the intersection
of the two great circles, is an extreme case of what Netz (1999, 19–21) calls
“completely unspecified.” The only way to know that K must be the intersection is to look at the diagram and see that it is found there representing the
intersection and to realize that the argument, as it is given in the text, would
make no mathematical sense if K were not the intersection.
Al-Ṭūsī, for obvious reasons, found this situation unsatisfactory and corrected the text by simply specifying the configuration of K as follows.
So, let us assume, in the first diagram of the proposition ("رةi)ا-.
34A) اU: Y)وst[ )اFigure 8 (a)], that only the great AEG is passing
now, suddenly, considered as a pair with its correlate equal parallel.
93
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 24).
94
Czinczenheim (2000, 106).
95
L. or. 1031: -X=d ;داKraus MS: =ةdدا.
96
Kraus MS, 47v; L. or. 1031, 45v.
97
Point K is mentioned again in the Greek text, but only to say, “Similarly, we might show
that it is not any other point, other than K . Therefore, point K is the pole of the parallels”
(Czinczenheim 2000, 106). This passage, however, does not serve to specify the mathematical
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through their two poles, and let the two greats intersect at K .98
Although this clarification is helpful, it only applies to the first case and
may not explain why Ṭūsī rewrote the entire proposition. The complete
rewrite of Spher. II 16 was probably, again, based on al-Ṭūsī’s desire to make
the individual arguments more concise and thereby bring more clarity to the
larger picture.
In the Greek proof, Spher. II 16 shows that if one of the great circles
passes through the poles, then so does the other, and if it is tangent to a
particular lesser circle, then so is the other. Al-Ṭūsī’s proof, however, simply
eliminates three impossible cases. In this way, his version of the theorem is
more clearly the final argument in the overall the claim that two great circles
cut lesser, parallel circles in similar arcs if and only if the great circles either
both pass through the poles of the parallel circles, or are both tangent to
the same parallel circle. Spher. II 10 & 13 have already shown that if the
great circles pass through the poles, or are tangent to the same parallel, then
they cut the lesser circles in similar arcs. In conclusion, Ṭūsī’s Spher. II 16
enumerates all possible configurations and shows that in all but these the
lesser circles are not cut in similar arcs.
As an example of the way al-Ṭūsī restructures the argument we will look
at the second part in all three versions.99
ἀλλὰ δὴ πάλιν µὴ ἔστω ὁ ΑΗ100 διὰ τῶν πόλων τῶν παραλrelationship of K to the other points in the figure.
98
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 24).
99
Because of a trivial error in the labeling of the diagram or in the transcription of the letter
names, the Greek text established by both Czinczenheim (2000, 107) and Heiberg (1927, 78)
for this part of the theorem is mathematically inadequate. Ver Eecke (1959, 58) attempted,
unsuccessfully, to save the argument by redrawing the diagram. His redrawn diagram, however, would require that the geometer be able to draw a great circle tangent to a given lesser
circle through a given point not on the lesser circle and tangent at a given point on the given
lesser circle. This construction is, in general, not possible. Hence, in order to restore mathematical sense, we have a made some minor changes to the letter names and added one label
to the figure in Vat. gr. 204. Although our correction restores sense to the passage with minimal intervention, comparison with the two other parts of the theorem shows that the diagram
probably underwent some corruption and the letter names in the text were altered in response
to this. Hence, the correction introduced in the KL version does a better job of bringing this
part into formal agreement with the other two (see note 117).
100
Both editions, following all the MSS, print ΑΗΓ, but eliminating Γ, here, restores mathematical sense with minimal change to either the text or the diagram.
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λήλων. ἤτοι δὴ ἐφάѱεται τοῦ ΕΖѲ101 κύκλου ἢ λοξὸς ἔσται
πρὸς αὐτόν.
ἐφαπτέσѳω πρότερον κατὰ τὸ Ε ὡς ἔχει ἐπὶ τῆς δευτέρας
καταγραφῆς. λέγω, ὅτι καὶ ὁ ΖΒ ἐφάѱεται. εἰ γὰρ δυνατόν,
µὴ ἐφαπτέσѳω, καὶ γεγράφѳω διὰ τοῦ Ζ σηµείου τοῦ ΕΖѲ
ἐφαπτόµενος µέγιστος κύκλος ὁ ΖΓ, ἀσύµπτωτον ποιῶν τὸ
ἀπὸ τοῦ ΖΓ ἡµικύκλιον τῷ ἀπὸ τοῦ ΕΑ ἡµικυκλίῳ· ὁµοία
ἄρα ἔσται ἡ ΓΑ περιφέρεια τῇ ΕΖ περιφερείᾳ. ἀλλ’ ἡ ΕΖ
τῇ ΑΒ ἐστιν ὁµοία· καὶ ἡ ΓΑ τῇ ΑΒ ἄρα ἐστιν ὁµοία. καί
εἰσι τοῦ αὐτοῦ κύκλου· ἴση ἄρα ἐστὶν ἡ ΓΑ περιφέρεια τῇ ΑΒ
περιφερείᾳ· ὅπερ ἐστὶν ἀδύνατον. οὐκ ἄρα καὶ ὁ ΒΖ κύκλος
τοῦ ΕΖѲ κύκλου οὐκ ἐφάѱεται· ἐφάѱεται ἄρα.102
[Figure 9 (a)] Now again, however, let AH not go through the
poles of the parallels. Clearly, it will either touch EZT or be
inclined on it.
First let it touch it at E as holds in the second figure. I say that
ZB will also be touching. For, if possible, let it not be touching,
and let there be drawn through point Z the great circle, ZG,
touching EZT , such that semicircle from ZG is not touching
the semicircle from EA. Therefore, arc GA is similar to arc EZ
[Spher. II 13]. EZ , however, is similar to AB , therefore, GA is
similar to AB , and they are of the same circle. Therefore, arc
GA is equal to arc AB . Which is impossible. Therefore, circle
BZ will not be not touching circle EZT . Therefore, it will be
touching.

U: C,

105

kl.

104

،FN"ازQW)= اdواC) اnG# Y9Z z1) V[ =ة ا هdً دا0yNو)(>=ض ا
.0`19Z F9d0: 0:=ة ه ز ح ط واdاC) Fe0W: 106 0:"ن ا4N ان

"مe=: "g 0WR 108  هFGDE Y9Z Fe0WW) اU4Q) و.0`) Fe0W: ً st او107 0`f=>(9.
"لD(. .=ة ه ز ح طdس دا0WX ً0yN=ة ب ز د اd ان داU12E و109 .F1E07)"رة اi) ا-.
FGDE Y9Z be=() و،0`) Fe0W: =1{ U4Q9. U4:ن ا0. .^)= ذ1{ U4WN st uEا
101
Both editions print ΕΖΗѲ, but the majority MS reading is ΕΖѲ, which makes better
mathematical sense.
102
Czinczenheim (2000, 107), Heiberg (1927, 78).
103
No point H is found in the MSS diagrams. In fact, point H may be located anywhere
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Figure 9: Diagram for comparison of Spher. II 16, part 2 [(a) Vat. gr. 204,
18r;103 (b) Kraus MS, 47v; (c) T. 3483, 35]

=ةdاC)| اiE U41) و111 .[ ز مR -g=ة ه ز ح ط وdس دا0WX FW1cZ =ةd دا110 ز
"س ا م# "ن4Q. ، ه ا-9N 0W: -Q)=ة اdاC)| اiE  ٍقkl: =1{  ز م-9N 0W: -Q)ا
"س ا م# ًذا0. ."س ا بD) F`,0A: "س ه ز# 112 U4) و،"س ه زD) F`,0A:
"سD) FNو0': "س ا م# ًذا0. .ةC~=ة واd داU: 0Wg و، ا ب113 "سD) F`,0A:
=1{ =ة ب زd دا114 6'1) ًذا0. .U4WN st ،|9M _اg .=ى€i9) YWc+) ا،ا ب
115 .0`) Fe0W: -g ًذا0. .=ة ه ز ح طdاC) Fe0W:
[Figure 9 (b)] Let us again assume that circle AEG is not on the
pole of the parallel circles, so it is necessarily either touching
circle EZHT or it is inclining on it.
So, let us first assume it is touching it, and let the touching
along the great circle joined through ΑΕ.
104
The essential word z1) is missing from the Kraus MS. The text of L. or. 1031 is garbled
here but a marginal note gives the full sentence as we print it. The marginal note is followed
by •J, denoting it as a correction (Gacek 2001, 82).
105
Kraus MS: st0..
106
Kraus MS: 0gا.
107
L. or. 1031: U419..
108
L. or. 1031:  هF:klZ.
109
Kraus MS: "مe=: F1E07)"رة اi) ا-. 0WR.
110
L. or. 1031:  زF:klZ.
111
L. or. 1031 [ ز مR =ةdدا.
112
Kraus MS: U4).
113
Kraus MS omits "سD).
114
L. or. 1031: z1).
115
Kraus MS, 47v; L. or. 1031 46r.
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[point] be at point E as drawn in the second diagram. We prove
that circle BZD will likewise touch circle EZHT . For we say
that it is not possible for it to be otherwise. For, if possible
let it be not touching it, and let us draw a great circle, KZM ,
touching circle EZHT at point Z . Let the semicircle that follows from ZM be not meeting the semicircle that follows from
EA,116 so arc AM is similar to arc EZ [Spher. II 13]. Arc EZ ,
however, is similar to arc AB . Hence, arc AM is similar to arc
AB , and they are of the same circle, hence, arc AM is equal
to arc AB , the greater to the lesser. That is a discrepancy; it is
not possible. Hence, circle BZ is not other than touching circle
EZHT , hence it is touching it.
Although the argument in the KL version is essentially the same as that
in the Greek, the letter names have been rearranged. This can be contrasted
with the previous two example passages, in which the letter names in the
Arabic were straightforward transliterations of the Greek. In this passage,
Thābit, or someone else in the translation effort, must have recognized the
confusion in the Greek version noted above and corrected for it (see n. 99).
This correction also led to the diagram being relabeled and the proposition
being slightly reworked so that the letter names of the geometric objects are
introduced in Arabic abjad order.117 Despite the need for these changes, the
overall text is quite close. This becomes especially clear when we read these
two in contrast with the version produced by al-Ṭūsī. Because Ṭūsī has three
distinct cases, he has no need to introduce this part as the first part in the
second case. He simply states the assumption and proves it false.

Y9Z  ه ز ح طFN"ازQW) Fe0W: LD. [V  ا هFW1cZ  انF1E07)"رة اi) ا-.  )(>=ضb‚
"ن4Q. . زFGDE Y9Z =ة ه ز ح طdاC) Fe0W: FW1c+)=ة ل ز ن اd داbe=E و. هFGDE
118 .|9M _اg ، ا ب ا ل-e"# u,0AX u(: مƒ9N و،[ا ل, F`125 [ا ب, F`12A)ه ز ا
[Figure 9 (c)] Then let us assume, in the second diagram, that
The expression “the semicircle that follows from AB ,”  ا ب-9N 0W: -Q)=ة اdاC)„ اiE,
apparently refers to the semicircle that contains arc AB and continues on past its termination.
117
In the Greek text of Theodosius’s Spherics, the introduction of the letter names of geometric objects in all but four of the propositions follows Greek alphabetic order. The four
non-alphabetic propositions are Spher. II 9, 16, 23 & III 4. In KL, all but three propositions
follow the Arabic abjad order of points. Hence, whoever rewrote Spher. II 16, also relabeled
the diagram and introduced the objects in abjad order.
118
al-Ṭūsī (1940a, 24).
116
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only the great AEG is touching parallel EZHT at point E . We
draw great circle LZN touching circle EZHT at point Z . So,
EZ , the similar to AB , is similar to AL. From this follows the
similarity of the two arcs AB and AL. That is a discrepancy.
Once again, al-Ṭūsī has stripped the argument down to its bare essentials.
He relies on the transitivity of similarity, which he asserted in his additional
first principles (see page 16), to state the similarity of two different arcs in
the same circle in a single sentence. He does not bother to state that these
arcs, being in the same circle, must then be equal, because their similarity
is also impossible and this is all he needs. Because of the structure of his
argument, he is simply proving a conceivable arrangement false, not proving
its contrary true.
Al-Ṭūsī’s diagram also deserves some comment. As in the Greek and
KL versions of the argument, Ṭūsī relies fairly heavily on the diagram itself
to orient the reader so as to avoid giving a detailed construction. For example,
the construction of BZD and the fact that Z is the intersection of circles
BZD and EZHT must be taken from the figure. Indeed, the figure contains
two cases for the position of BZD, either intersecting EZHT or not, both
depicted in the diagram by simply having drawn two BZDs. This is a fairly
rare instance of multiple cases being depicted in a figure by means of multiple
positions of the same object, carrying the same label.
In this section, we have seen examples of the most frequent means employed by al-Ṭūsī to rewrite the text. In general, his goal appears to have been
greater mathematical clarity while still maintaining the overall structure of
the original argument. In general, he achieved his aim merely by rewriting
individual passages more succinctly so as to make the overall argument more
transparent. Thus his goal was to clarify what he believed to be the original
argument. Even, in those cases where Ṭūsī rewrote the whole proposition it
is possible to find in the older versions some mathematical problem or inconsistency that may have lead Ṭūsī to believe that his sources did not contain
the argument as it was originally intended.
Conclusion
These discussions show that al-Ṭūsī’s project was to revitalize the text of
Theodosius’s Spherics and make it into something more accessible to his
contemporaries. He did this by considering the text firstly as a product of the
mathematical sciences, adhering to the internal constraints of mathematical
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and logical necessity, and secondarily as a historically contingent work, having been transmitted through the centuries by individuals who responded to,
and altered, the text itself in various ways.
Ṭūsī’s first interest appears to have been to produce a text that was mathematically coherent and independent. By independent, we mean that he saw
fit to write a text that could be read as a self-contained argument by a student who had mastered Euclid’s Elements but need not have had any further
mathematical training. To this end, he included a number of additional hypotheses, to give support for steps used in the propositions, and auxiliary
lemmas to demonstrate theorems used in the Spherics but not shown in the
Elements. By mathematically coherent, we refer to Ṭūsī’s interest in clarifying the underlying mathematical argument by rewriting the work in clearer,
more concise prose and reorganizing the proof structure of a few theorems
where he presumably thought this was necessary. In this process, Ṭūsī treated
the actual words and phrases of the text not as sacrosanct objects that should
be preserved in their original form, but as bearers of some more fundamental underlying object; that is, the mathematical argumentation and theory it
conveys. Nevertheless, despite the fact that he did not regard the wording
of the text as worthy of historical preservation, his very interest in the work
must have been motivated by historical appreciation.
Indeed, it was because of its position in the canonical works, that the
Spherics warranted al-Ṭūsī’s critical attention. Although strict textual preservation was not one of his aims, it appears that transmitting other aspects of the
work’s historicity was an important feature of his scholarship. To this end,
he included a brief description of the circumstances of the work’s transmission into Arabic as well as a number of historically significant lemmas that
were included in his sources, one of which he credited to Thābit ibn Qurra.
Moreover, he took care to distinguish his own interventions from the rest of
the text, so that the reader would be clear about what parts of the completed
treatise were due to al-Ṭūsī himself. Although at first glance, the text has
the appearance of an original source which has been commented upon, in
fact, Ṭūsī has modified the traditional text, adopting it for his own times and
ends and includes some of his own remarks and those of his predecessors.
Through these means, the text itself becomes an instantiation of the continuity of an ancient tradition, revealing both the persistence of the tradition and
Ṭūsī’s participation in it.
Al-Ṭūsī’s project in editing the Spherics is thus a kind of cultural appropriation. Although in Ṭūsī’s case this appropriation does not involve trans-
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lation from one language, he is modifying a source that was produced in a
very different time, under different social and political conditions, to meet the
needs of his contemporaries. The finished work has many of the distinctive
features of an act of cultural appropriation; it establishes the chain of predecessors and successors and implies that this chain was directed naturally and
properly to Ṭūsī himself, the rightful heir of the tradition. In this regard, Ṭūsī
is laying claim to his cultural heritage, not doing historical scholarship. It is
presumably because he was not engaged in historical scholarship that he was
willing to introduce changes to the presentation of the text.
The fact that al-Ṭūsī was willing to rewrite the text itself – in contrast
to, say, a commentary on a work in the religious or poetic tradition – gives
us some indications of how he understood the relationship between predecessors and successors in the mathematical tradition. The object that the
predecessor imparts is not an original revelation or some set of carefully
crafted words, but an arrangement of diagrams and arguments that formulate a theory. Hence, the detailed preservation of the words and drawings
is less important than the presentation of the arguments and mathematically
coherent diagrams. Moreover, in the mathematical tradition, the predecessor does not simply impart knowledge which the successor then receives.
Ṭūsī’s practices in editing the text make it clear that he considered himself
an active participant in the tradition, fully capable of understanding the work
that his predecessors had done, making advances on this and correcting and
improving the received texts on this basis.
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Appendix: Translation of the scholium to Spher. III 11
Let ABG be a right triangle, and let some AD be drawn through it. To prove
that BG to BD has a greater ratio than angle ADB to angle AGB . For let
DE be drawn through D, parallel to AG. Now, since DE is greater than
BD – because it subtends the greater angle, being right – while the [angle]
E is acute, therefore angle AED is obtuse, therefore AD is greater than
ED. Therefore, the circle drawn with center D and distance DE cuts AD
and extends beyond BD. Let it be drawn as ET Z . Therefore the triangle
AED has to the sector EDZ a greater ratio than the triangle EBD to the
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Figure 10: Diagram for the scholium to Spher. III 11

sector EHD. And alternatively, the triangle AED has to the triangle EBD
a greater ratio than the sector EDZ to the sector EHD. But the triangle
AED is to the triangle EBD as line AE to line BE , and the sector EDZ to
the sector EHD is as angle ZDE to the angle EDB , and combining, line
AB to line BE has a greater ratio than angle ZDH to angle EDB . But
angle EDB is equal to angle AGB because ED is parallel to one of the
sides of triangle ABG, AG. Therefore, AB has to BE a greater ratio than
angle ZDB to angle AGB . Therefore GB has to BD a greater ratio than
angle ZDB has to angle EDB , for ED cuts the sides proportionally, and it
will be as AB to BE so GB to BD.119
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